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Pekdemir Shopping Center
Architectural Lighting Project
Turgutlu Pekdemir Shopping Center, located on one of the important highways of our country, 
in addition to its current customers also has the advantage of providing services to customers 
located in different regions using the highway. As such its location lends this shopping center 
an advantage in terms of customer potential over other shopping center projects. Turgutlu Pek-
demir Shopping Center is the only shopping complex available in the area. Due to its continu-
ously changing customer potential, the shopping center has been established in consideration 
of the brand names offered in the shopping center, current customer requests and the areas 
that the players in the market cannot presently cater to.
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The shopping center that houses many domestic and international names such 
as a supermarket chain store, technology markets, food and beverage stores, as 
well as a toy store, is in possession of 10,400 m2 area for lease. Moreover the 
center has a 10D movie theatre and a Dream Park entertainment area of 650 m2.
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Illumination of Shopping Centers is an important process that determines the status and showcases 
the location of the complex in the city as well as giving an idea of the commercial activities conducted 
inside the center while facilitating the communication among people. Shopping Center lighting projects 
do not necessarily involve abundance of light that is tiring to the eyes that also leads to unnecessary 
energy consumption. On the contrary, the priority in this type of projects must be energy efficiency.
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Manisa / Turgutlu Pekdemir Shopping Center lighting project was initiated by designing the 
appropriate illumination system for the structure and in consideration of the fact that energy 
savings regarding shopping centers have great importance due to the use of electricity both 
during the day and night, LED Lighting elements that require a higher initial outlay but resulting 
in substantial long-run energy savings, have been used. 
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In Turgutlu Manisa / Pekdemir Shopping Center Project the following 
EAE LED lighting products have been used;

180 meters of T-BAR  in contour hidden lighting
510 units of 30x60 SASLED  in store lighting
50 units of 30x30 SASLED  in washbasin lighting
275 units of DOWNLED II  in corridor lighting
75 units of GARLED II  in below arch lighting
57 units of NETA SARKIT  in fast food area lighting
36 units of LED SPOT  in lighting of eaves
22 units of ARKTOS 180 W  in lighting of the surrounding area
2 units of PROLIT 210 W  in lighting of the surrounding area
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PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS

Employer                      : Halil Pekdemir Çiftliği 

                                      Gıda ve İhracat Maddeleri San. Ltd.

Lighting Design  : EAE Elektroteknik A.S.

Products Used       :  T-Bar

                                        Sasled

                                       Downled Il

                                       Garled Il

                                       Neta Sarkıt

                                       Led Spot

                                       Arktos

                                       Prolit


